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ABSTRACT 

In the period of digitalization of the economy, informatization and automation of all business processes of any 

enterprise and the state as a whole is rapidly taking place. One of the global problems of any modern state is 

the problem of poverty associated with various economic aspects, including receiving benefits and 

compensations. The main group of the population with a high level of risk of falling into the group of the poor 

are pensioners, despite various social assistance programs. Social and economic support for the poor also 

reduces social tension in society. The main purpose of the research article is to build a fuzzy model for assessing 

the level of poverty in the region. The authors consider the essence of the concept of "poverty" and the existing 

methods for calculating the level of poverty in the region. FuzzyTech software was used to build and visualize 

the fuzzy model. In conclusion, the process of setting the fuzzy modeling problem and a description of its direct 

implementation by means of the selected software are described. The test of the developed fuzzy model for 

assessing the poverty level was carried out on the official indicators of the Kurgan region.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of poverty in the economy is determined by 

the following parameters: the number of people in need of 

assistance, the assessment of their material resources and 

the financial costs required to provide assistance. An 

important condition in the context of a budget deficit is the 

targeting of the assistance provided. In this regard, the 

problem arises of an adequate assessment of the poverty 

level of the household as a whole and of an individual, 

taking into account the incompleteness and / or uncertainty 

of the initial information (for example, the subjective and 

objective assessment of the poverty level of an individual 

can differ significantly). Standard statistical approaches are 

often incorrect, so we suggest using the fuzzy logic 

formalism to solve such problems. 

The purpose of the scientific article is to develop a fuzzy 

model for assessing the level of poverty in the region using 

the example of the Kurgan region in the FuzzyTECH 

program. 

2. ANALYSIS OF EXISTING MODELS 

FOR CALCULATING POVERTY 

Three basic concepts of poverty in world practice are 

distinguished: absolute, relative, subjective. 

The concept of absolute poverty is related to the concept of 

the poverty line. Poverty line is the level of disposable 

income, gross income or consumption below which a 

person is considered poor. Absolute poverty is often 

measured as the number of people or households whose 

consumption or income is below the poverty line. The 

poverty line as an indicator has a significant drawback: it 

does not take into account the number of households. 

Relative poverty measures set a relative poverty line and 

measure the income of the population to it. When the real 

incomes of the entire population grow, and their distribution 

does not change, the relative poverty remains the same. The 

concept of relative poverty is part of the concept of 

inequality. However, this does not mean that less equality 

always means less relative poverty, or vice versa. 

Subjective poverty is a concept of poverty in which only the 

individual himself determines whether he is poor. There are 

many approaches to determining the level of subjective 

poverty: you can find out how many people consider 

themselves poor, or consider their friends to be poor. The 

subjective absolute poverty line can be identified based on 

public opinion, and then compared with it the income of the 

population. 

Changes in the poverty rate are currently carried out using 

the deprivation approach. According to this approach, 

individuals are considered poor if their consumption does 

not correspond to the standard accepted in society or they 

do not have access to a certain set of goods and services, i.e. 

Poverty is determined not only by insufficient income or 

low consumption of essential goods and services, but also 

by low-quality food, inaccessibility of education and health 

services, lack of normal housing conditions, etc. 

Measuring the level of poverty with the use of subjective 

and deprivation approaches allows us to conclude that the 

perception of poverty turns out to be significant for the 

population not just as being on the verge of physical 

survival. Poverty is a state when an individual cannot 

provide a dignified existence, taking into account the social 
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norms and generally accepted standards prevailing in 

society. 

The assessment of the poverty level until now is calculated 

from internal indicators and is based only on the income of 

the population. On February 15, 2019, the Prime Minister 

of the Russian Federation Dmitry Medvedev announced the 

need to change the approach to assessing the level of 

poverty. That is why we will consider a fuzzy approach to 

calculating this indicator, and we will take into account not 

only internal indicators of income, but also the current costs 

of a particular region, some external factors. 

3. METHODOLOGY FOR 

CONSTRUCTING A FUZZY MODEL 

Due to the fact that we are considering an estimate of the 

level of poverty in the region, depending on internal and 

external factors, we will introduce two additional 

intermediate variables that will generalize the input 

variables to the weekend. The result of the immediate final 

output variable is based on intermediate variables that have 

their own set of fuzzy production rules. 

Let's describe all the variables. The input parameters of the 

first intermediate variable g1 reflecting the assessment of 

the poverty level based on internal factors will be 5 

linguistic variables: income level (x1), total income (x2), 

savings level (x3), share of spending on drugs (x4), share of 

expenditures for food (x5). The input parameters of the 

second intermediate variable g2, based on external factors, 

will be two linguistic variables: inflation in Russia (x6) and 

regional funding from the federal budget (x7). 

All term sets of input linguistic variables X1-X7 are 

represented as sets T1-T7 = {"Low", "Medium", "High"}. 

As the term sets of the output intermediate variables G1 and 

G2, as well as the final output variable G, we will use the 

sets T8-T10 = {"Low", "Medium", "High"}. The terms of 

the variables X1 - X3 and X7 are estimated in monetary 

terms, and the terms of the sets X4 - X6 in percentage. 

The income level (х1), for example, will be estimated from 

0 to 50 thousand rubles, where 0 is the lowest income level, 

and 50 thousand is the highest. The terms of variables x2 

and x3 are also estimated in rubles from 0 to 200 thousand, 

variables x4, x5, x6 as a percentage: from 0 to 30, from 0 to 

60 and from 0 to 8. Terms of the variable responsible for 

financing the region from the federal budget countries - x7 

will be estimated from 0 to 58 billion rubles; the terms of 

intermediate and output variables are from 0 to 1, where 

values from 0 to 0.3 - the degree of poverty risk is low, 0.4-

06 - the degree of poverty risk is medium, 0.7-1 - the degree 

of poverty risk is high. 

A table with the ranking of the input variables in a fuzzy 

form based on the official statistics for the Kurgan region is 

presented below (Table 1).

Table 1 Ranking of data for building a fuzzy model for assessing the level of poverty in a region on the 

example of the Kurgan region 

Variable Level Parameters 

Income level (X1) [rub] 

Low [0 0 8000 12000] 

Middle [8000 16000 16000 25000] 

High [20000 25000 50000 50000] 

Total household income (X2) [rub] 

 

Low [0 0 10000 20000] 

Middle [15000 20000 20000 75000] 

High [50000 100000 200000 200000] 

Savings level (X3) [rub] 

Low [0 0 70000 100000] 

Middle [70000 100000 100000 150000] 

High [125000 150000 200000 200000] 

Share of spending on drugs (X4) 

[%] 

Low [0 0 5 7,5] 

Middle [5 10 10 15] 

High [12,5 15 30 30] 

Share of expenditures for food (Х5) 

[%] 

Low [0 0 15 17,5] 

Middle [15 20 20 30] 

High [25 30 60 60] 

Inflation (х6) [%] 

Low [0 0 1,4 2 ] 

Middle [1,5 3 3 4,5] 

High [4 6 6 8] 

Regional funding from the federal 

budget (х7) [billion rubles] 

Low [0 0 18 26] 

Middle [18 28 36 44] 

High [36 44 52 58] 

Based on the above ranking and knowledge of the area 

under consideration, we will compose a list of heuristic 

rules for the intermediate variables g1, g2 and the final 

output variable g. 

25 rules for the variable g1 were thought out. Some of them 

are described below:  

1. IF х1 = «low» AND х2 = «low» AND х3 = «low» 

AND х4 = «high» AND х5= «high» THEN g1= «high» 

2. IF х1 = «medium» AND х2 = «low» AND х3 = «high» 

AND х4 = «low» AND х5= «low» THEN g1= «medium» 

3. IF х1 = «medium» AND х2 = «medium»  AND х3 = 

«medium»  AND  
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х4 = «medium» AND х5= «medium» THEN g1= 

«medium» 

4. IF х1 = «high» AND х2 = «medium» AND х3 = «low» 

AND х4 = «medium» AND х5= «medium» THEN g1= 

«medium» 

5. IF х1 = «low» AND х2 = « medium» AND х3 = «low» 

AND х4 = «high» AND х5= «high» THEN g1= «high» 

6. IF х1 = «low» AND х2 = « medium» AND х3 = «low» 

AND х4 = «medium» AND х5= «high» THEN g1= «high» 

7. IF х1 = «high» AND х2 = «high» AND х3 = «high» 

AND х4 = «low» AND 

 х5= «low» THEN g1= «low» 

8. IF х1 = «medium» AND х2 = «low»  AND х3 = 

«medium»  AND 

 х4 = «medium» AND х5= «high» THEN g1= «low» 

9. IF х1 = «high» AND х2 = «medium» AND х3 = «low» 

AND х4 = «high» AND х5= «high» THEN g1= «high» 

10. IF х1 = «high» AND х2 = «medium» AND х3 = 

«high» AND х4 = «medium» AND х5= «high» THEN g1= 

«medium» 

The rules for the variable g2 are presented below:  

1. IF x6 = «low» AND x7 = «high», THEN g2 = «low» 

2. IF x6 = «low» AND x7 = «medium», THEN g2 = 

«low» 

3. IF x6 = «low» AND x7 = «low», THEN g2 = 

«medium» 

4. IF x6 = «medium» AND x7 = «low», THEN g2 = 

«high» 

5. IF x6 = «medium» AND x7 = «medium», THEN g2 = 

«medium» 

6. IF x6 = «medium» AND x7 = «high», THEN g2 = 

«low» 

7. IF x6 = «high» AND x7 = «low», THEN g2 = «high » 

8. IF x6 = «high» AND x7 = «medium», THEN g2 = 

«medium» 

9. IF x6 = «high» AND x7 = «high», THEN g2 = 

«medium» 

List of rules for the output final variable g: 

1. IF g1 = «low» AND g2 = « low », THEN g = «low» 

2. IF g1 = «low» AND g2 = «medium», THEN g = « low» 

3. IF g1 = «low» AND g2 = «low», THEN g = «medium 

» 

4. IF g1= « medium » AND g2 = « low», THEN g = « 

low » 

5. IF g1= « medium » AND g2 = « medium», THEN g = 

« medium» 

6. IF g1= « medium » AND g2 = «high», THEN g = « 

high » 

7. IF g1= « high » AND g2 = « low », THEN g = « 

medium » 

8. IF g1= « high » AND g2 = « medium », THEN g = « 

high » 

9. IF g1= « high » AND g2 = «high», THEN g = « high » 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

After the implementation of the model, we will analyze it, 

consider several cases of the operation of the resulting 

model based on specific indicators. 

Consider a case based on the indicators of the Kurgan 

region, when the income level is 32 thousand rubles, the 

total household income is 50 thousand rubles, the level of 

savings is 70 thousand rubles, the share of expenses on 

drugs is 10%, and the share of expenses on food 30% of the 

total budget, moreover, inflation in the country is 4.5% and 

financing of this region from the federal budget of the 

country is 44 billion rubles. Based on these indicators and 

on the basis of the resulting model, we can conclude that the 

assessment of the poverty level in the Kurgan region is at a 

low level and equal to 0.2923 (Figure 1). 

 

 
Figure 1 Estimation of the poverty level based on the indicators of the Kurgan region
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For the final analysis of the developed fuzzy model, you can 

use the graphical window for viewing the surface of fuzzy 

inference on a plane and the graphical window for viewing 

the three-dimensional surface of the fuzzy inference 

(Figures 2-3). Figure 2 shows the influence of the input 

variables X3 and X7 on the final output variable g. Figure 3 

shows the effect of variables X2 and X6 on the final output 

variable g.

 

 
Figure 2 Graphic window for viewing the surface of fuzzy inference 

 

Figure 3 Graphic window for viewing a three-dimensional surface

These windows can also serve for general analysis of the 

correctness of a fuzzy model, allowing you to evaluate the 

effect of changing the values of the input fuzzy variables on 

the value of one of the output fuzzy variables. 

Consider the following case where the performance is low. 

Based on these values, the poverty level of the region is on 

the border of the middle and high levels and equals 0.6875 

(Figure 4).

 

 
Figure 4 Estimation of the poverty level at low rates
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Graphic windows of this case with the dependence of 

various indicators are presented in Figures 5-6.

 
Figure 5 Graphs of the influence of variables X2 and X6 on the variable g 

 
Figure 6 Graphs of the influence of variables X2 and X5 

on the variable g1 

 
Figure 7 Graphs of the influence of variables X6 and X7 on the variable g2

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Graphs reflect a complex picture of the dependence of the 

output variables on the input and are a convenient analysis 

tool. Within the framework of solving the problem of 

modeling the assessment of the level of poverty on the 

example of the Kurgan region, a fuzzy model was built. The 

model contains seven input variables, two intermediate 

variables, three rule blocks, and one final variable. Within 

the framework of the model, 43 rules were drawn up. When 

constructing intermediate and final variables, the 

defuzzification method was chosen - the center of the 

maximum.  

The system was previously trained on specific rules. To test 

and analyze the resulting model for assessing the poverty 

level, not one, but five fuzzy models for assessing the level 

of poverty were designed for each region of the Ural Federal 

District. This was done on the basis of an important 

disadvantage of fuzzy modeling - the lack of a unified 

method for modeling systems, i.e. for each case, you have 

to redesign the fuzzy subroutine, determining step by step 

all the parameters, building a decision table. 

The test of the developed fuzzy model for assessing the 

poverty level was carried out on the official indicators of 

the Kurgan region. The model showed that the estimate of 

the poverty level in this region is 0.2923, which indicates a 
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low risk to poverty. Fuzzy logic in many cases helps to 

implement complex models based on certain data in 

informal approaches, which allows improving the quality of 

object management and solving complex problems. 
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